Abstract. The principal result gives conditions which imply that a solution to the Plateau problem inherits the symmetries of its boundary. Specifically, let G be a compact connected Lie subgroup of SO(n). Assume the principal orbits have dimension m, there are no exceptional orbits and the distribution of (n -/replanes orthogonal to the principal orbits is involutive. We show that if B is a finite sum of oriented principal orbits, then every absolutely area minimizing current with boundary B is invariant.
1. Introduction. The structure of solutions to the oriented Plateau problem has been under investigation since their existence was established by Fédérer and Fleming in 1960 [FF] . One question that has arisen is whether solutions to the Plateau problem inherit the symmetries of their boundaries. Specifically, if G c 0(«) is a compact Lie group acting on R" and B0 is the boundary of an integral current with BQ invariant under the action of G, then must a solution to the Plateau problem with boundary B0 also be invariant? Indeed, does there exist even one invariant solution? Fédérer has shown that in general there may exist no invariant solution [Fl, 5.4.17] . However, Lawson proved that if G c SO(«) and B0 is a connected, oriented manifold of dimension n -1 lying on the unit sphere S"1-1, then there exist invariant solutions [L] . Here we show that if G is connected, there are no exceptional orbits, the distribution of planes orthogonal to the principal orbits is involutive, and B0 is a finite sum of oriented principal orbits, then every solution to the oriented Plateau problem with boundary B0 is invariant. Moreover, the Plateau problem with boundary B0 is equivalent to a 1-dimensional variational problem in the orbit space.
Of central importance to this work is the projecting and lifting of currents in the bundle induced by the group action. If G C SO(«) is as above and X is the set of points which lie on principal orbits (orbits of highest dimension), then X is an open dense subset of R" and admits the structure of a fibre bundle with base space X/ G and fibre diffeomorphic to a principal orbit [BG, II.5.8] . However, currents of compact support in R" may not have compact support when restricted to X. Thus we extend Brothers lifting operator [BJ1, 3.3] to currents with arbitrary support that are representable by integration and establish some of the basic properties of this extension.
In §4, we establish a useful characterization of currents in X that are lifts (4.2; compare [BJ1, 3.7] ) and show that the mass of a current is not increased if the current is projected to X/G then lifted back up to X. Indeed, 4.8(2) implies that the mass of a current T of finite mass is strictly decreased by projecting then lifting T unless T is tangent to the orbits of G. It is this fact together with the involutivity assumption (which implies that 9 commutes with the projection operator) which implies that any locally flat current with boundary B0 that minimizes mass among all locally flat currents with boundary B0 is a lift and hence invariant (5.2).
In order to obtain positive results concerning integral currents, we show that the problem of minimizing mass among locally flat currents in X is equivalent to a 1-dimensional variational problem (with real coefficients) in X/G. Restricting to compact subsets of X/G we apply [F2, 5.12 ] from which it follows that solutions to the original problem minimize mass not only among integral currents with boundary B0, but also, when restricted to X, among locally flat currents with boundary B0. The invariance of the original solution then follows from 5.2.
Since most of the techniques are independent of Euclidean space, the following result is also obtained: Let M be a compact orientable Riemannian manifold and let G be a compact connected Lie group of isometries of M. Suppose that there is one orbit type and the distribution of planes orthogonal to the orbits is involutive. If B0 is a finite union of oriented orbits, then any integral current with boundary B0 which minimizes mass among all such currents is invariant.
Most of the results here are from [B] . However, 3.5, 3.6, the stronger versions of 5.2 and 5.7, 5.8, 5.10 and 5.11 are new. It should be noted that [BJ1, 3.6 and 3.7] , [BJ2, 3.4] and [L, Theorems 2(c) and 4] have served as inspiration and in some cases models for 3.1, 4.2, 3.4, 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. I would also like to express my deep appreciation for the helpful suggestions and advice that I have received from John E. Brothers.
2. Notation. We adopt the notation of [Fl, except for the following additions, changes and restrictions.
The identity map on a set A will be denoted by id^.
We will use TXM to denote the tangent space to a manifold M at the point x G M, and TM will be the tangent bundle of M.
If M and N are C°° manifolds and/: N -* M is C°°, then /": TN -» TM is the (intrinsic) differential of/. In case/ is 1-1 and £ is a vectorfield on N, we define/"£ by
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Let M be an oriented «-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric b and unit orienting «-vectorfield M. For each 0 < k < n let yk: /\kTM -^ /\k TM be the isomorphism characterized by . Let <3à = (X, 7T, Z, y, H) be a smooth fibre bundle. We assume that the total space X, the base space Z, and the fibre Y are Riemannian manifolds of dimensions n, n -m and m, respectively; that Y is compact, connected, and orientable; that the metric on Y is normalized so that yC"(Y) = 1; and that H acts as a group of orientation preserving isometries of Y. Let w0 be a unit orienting w-form for Y and Y the C°° w-vectorfield dual to w0. Then there exists a unique m-form 0, G &m(X) such that (1) |ñ|-'fi(x) is dual to |/#f \-%Y(x), and (2) |Q(*)| = l/jrwr1 for every admissible map/and x G im/. One also has (3)/*0-«0. Let fi0 = |S2|_1fl and Y0 = y"1^) be its dual. Note that (1) implies that Y0(x) is simple and tangent to ir'l{ir(x)}.
For z G Z, denote
We will also use Yz to denote 7r"'{z} = spt 7Z.
The set of all currents on a Riemannian manifold U which are representable by integration will be denoted by M'^t/); following [F2] we denote M,(í/) = M^(í/)n &m(U).
Thus T G Ml?(U) iff TLy G M"(£/) for all y G ^(t/).
If V is an open subset of the Riemannian manifold U and T G 6D "(£/), then T\ V will denote the functional restriction of T to ty *( F). (4) follows easily from (*), 3.2 and [BJ1, 3.5(5)]. Application of [BJ1, 3.6 (1)], (*) and 3.1 yields (5).
For (6), let R G Mj°c(Z) and $ be a bounded Borel /-form with 0 < / < k. Fix <p G eÙk + m-'(X) and let y^ G ^(Z) be such that w(spt <p) c int y'^l). One uses [Fl, 1.8 .1] and [BJ1, 3.5(2) ] to see that
Then by applying 3.2, [BJ1, 3.6(2) ] and (*), one obtains
Now (7) follows from (2), (6), [BJ1, 3.5(3) ] and the observation that spt S = U spt Slfj j&j whenever S G ^(t/) and {fy j G J] is a partition of unity subordinate to a locally finite open cover of a manifold U.
To verify (8) so that one can use [Fl, 4.1.17], 3.2 and [BJ1, 3.5(2) and (3)] to show L^RLy) G F, W,(C)(X) n Mk + m(X), from which l®R 6 *Rm(X) n M^jx) follows by (6). Similarly, [Fl, 4.1.17 ] implies (FL7r*y)LS2 G Fk^(C)(X) n Mk(X).
Since -it is proper, [Fl, 4.1 .14] implies P9(rLff*y) e f*jC(z) n Mt (*) and (9) such that each Uj is a coordinate neighborhood for © with trivialization tpy. Uj X F -> 7r~'(£/y) and Clos Í7, is compact. Let {yy j G 7} be a partition of unity subordinate to {Uyj G J} and denote V} = w~l(Lf ) and 7J = T\ Vj G F&M( Vj) n MftJ F.).
According to [Fl, 4.1.14] , <PnTj G íft-íq x y) n M^m(í/7 x y), so that an application of 3.5 gives Rj G FJ^C/,) n M^lf) such that Tj = ""(*, x y).
Thus by [BJ1, 3.3] 4. Projecting then lifting in the bundle induced by a group action. 4.1. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group of isometries of X. Let ju be the biinvariant Haar measure such that ju.(G) = 1. If we assume that there is only one orbit type, then 'S = (A', -n, X/G, G/G0, 9l(G0)/G0) is a smooth bundle where G0 = {g G G: gx0 = x0} for some fixed x0 and 91 (G0) is the normalizer of G0 in G [BG, II.5.8] . Assume that X and X/G are orientable. Then % and G/G0 are orientable, and 9L(G0)/G0 can be replaced by the subgroup H consisting of those elements which preserve an orientation of G/GQ. Let Z = X/G, Y = G/G0 and w0, ß, y0 be as before.
For such a bundle every local trivialization <p: U X y-> 7r"'(i/) is equivariant. To see this choose an equivariant trivialization (py as in [BG, 11.5.8] and note that for fixed u G U there exists « G 9c(G0)/G0 such that F ° Vu ° <P ° '": Y^> Y is given by the action of «, where iu : Y -> Í/ X y is the injection over m and /? : U X y -> y is the projection onto the second factor. A straightforward computation yields the equivariance of <p¿}' ° <p, from which the equivariances of <p follows. Note that this also implies that admissible maps are equivariant (see [B, 
3.2]).
The manifold Z has a natural Riemannian metric 6W induced by w as follows: For z G Z and w" w2 G TZZ choose x G w"'{«} and let d,, u2 G F^A1 be the unique vectors in the orthogonal complement of ker wj TXX such that irt(v) = w" i = 1,2.
Define bÀwv wi) = A(«i. «2)
where b: TX X FA" -» R is the metric on A". Since G is a group of isometries of X, K(wi> w2) does not depend on the choice of x and the smoothness of b" follows from the existence of local cross sections. Let X be a unit C°° «-vectorfield on X and use A to define a Hodge duality operator *. Let ß G S"~m(Z) be nonvanishing. Let x G X, z = w(x) and choose an admissible map/: y -» X such that w ° / = z. Denoting *(*) = </,y(x), •w'/sí»), one obtains from 2(2) and 2(3), ß(x) = kix)-1 * ir*ß(x).
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We Proof. Statements (1) and (2) follow from 4.4(2), the fact that M( \TQ\\^{^y)Q= j^y\\i,\\d\\T0\\, the simplicity of ß0, 2(1) and 4.7.
Using the G-invariance of ß, ß0 and Y0, the duality of ß0 and Y0, and 4.6 one obtains the equalities°i 'o = ' «■• 1 = P9T2 and T2(<p)=fGf(Tl,g*q>)d\\T0\\dng = Jcj< fx, g*{ y0J<p) a ß0> rfii t0\\ dn = ^((V<p)Aß0) for all <p G 6Ùk+m(X). The last equality implies that T2 satisfies 4.2(2) and since F2 is obviously G-invariant, an application of 4.2 establishes (3). if and only if the horizontal distribution of the submersion tr is involutive. We will assume for the remainder of the paper that this distribution is involutive. Proof. Let T2= L9 ° F9F0. From 3.3(9), (7), (8) and that since the norm || \\k on A* TUB is equivalent to || ||, Mk is equivalent to M for currents whose support is contained in a fixed compact set. Hausdorff measure in Z will always be with respect to bm. 5.8. Remark. In view of [Fl, 4.4 .1], whenever P<$B0 G %(Z) and A is connected one can replace the hypotheses concerning the existence of F, in 5.7 by L9 ° P$,B0 = B0, if C ¥=0, or by L9 ° F950 = 50 and B0(ß) = 0, if C = 0. 5.9. Suppose G c SO(«) is a connected closed Lie subgroup acting orthogonally on R". Assume there are no exceptional orbits. Let X be the set of points in R" which lie on principal orbits and S = R" -x. By [BG, IV.3 .1], A is an open dense subset of R" and by [BG, IV.3.1 and 4.4] , Z = X/G is orientable. So if we further assume that the distribution of (n -m)-planes orthogonal to the principal orbits is involutive, then all of the previous results apply to A. The theorem will be proved by verifying the followng five statements:
is G-invariant for £' almost every r. That liminf ^((ß--S)lH(r)) = 0 implies that a subsequence of (ß,L//(r)} converges weakly to SLH(r). Hence SLH(r) is G-invariant for arbitrarily small r from which the invariance of 5 follows. One now applies [L, 4.4 ] to obtain ju7 < fi6.
Part 4. Let e0 = dist(spt B0, S). For e G (0, e0), denote Z£ = 77(int K n {x: dist(x, S) > e}), Ce = Clos(Z£) ~ Z£, and ii4(e) = inf{M,(Ä): R G %{Z), spt R c Clos Ze, spt(3i? -P%B0) c Ce}.
We begin by showing ju4 < lim /x4(e).
e-»0 + Fix e G (0, e0) and ¿"-isometrically embed Z into some Euclidean space. By applying [Fl, 3.1.20, p. 373 and 5.1.6] , one finds Re G %{Z) such that spt Re C 77(Clos Z£), spt dRe -P^B0 c C£ and M,(Ä£) = n4(e). One can apply [Fl, 4.2.1 and 4.1.17 ] to obtain for £' a.e. ô G [0, e0 -e) 3(Ä£LZ£+a)<p = -<Äe, dist(-, S), e + 5><p whenever ç G S°(Z) and spt 3/?£ n spt ip = 0. Then Pe,s = Ä£LZ£+S G I,(Z) follows from [Fl, 4.3.2(2) and 4.2.16(2)] for £' a.e. ô G [0, e0 -e). Suppose RcS G I,(Z). We now use [Fl, 4.2.25] For eachy G /,, let 9, G Z and ay G {1, -1} be such that 9«e>C£+6 = a,ô9/ Note that dist(77"'(oy), S) = e + 5. Choose xy G 77"l{<7,} and find>>y G 5 such that \xj -yf\ = disu>, S) = e + 8. 
